The main object of this paper is to introduce and investigate a new subclass of normalized analytic functions in the open unit disc U which is defined by Al-Oboudi differential operator. Coefficient inequalities, extreme points, and integral means inequalities for fractional derivative for this class are given.
Introduction and definitions
Let A denote the class of functions f normalized by for some 0 ≤ α < 1, m ∈ N, n ∈ N 0 , and all z ∈ U.
The object of the present paper is to investigate the coefficient bounds, extreme points, and integral mean inequalities for fractional derivatives of functions belonging to the class S m,n,δ α .
Coefficient inequalities
Our first theorem gives a sufficient condition for f ∈ A to belong to the class S m,n,δ α .
where
Proof. Suppose that 2.1 is true for α 0 ≤ α < 1 , m ∈ N, n ∈ N 0 , and δ δ ≥ 0 . For f z ∈ A, define the function F z by
It suffices to show that
We note that
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The last expression is bounded above by 1 if
which is equivalent to condition 2.1 . This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
belongs to the class S m,n,δ α for γ > −2, 0 ≤ α < 1, j ∈ C, and | j | 1.
We now derive the coefficient inequalities for f z belonging to the class S m,n,δ α .
2.8
Proof. Define the function p z by
Since p z is the Carathéodory function, we have that
The definition of p z implies that
we have
2.13
Therefore, 2.11 shows that
2.14
If we consider the coefficients of z k of the both sides in the above equality, then we find that
2.15
Therefore, 
2.17
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3.
If we take δ 1 in Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, we can get the results due to Sümer Eker and Owa 3 .
Extreme points
In view of Theorem 2.1, we now introduce the subclass S m,n,δ α ⊂ S m,n,δ α , which consists of function
whose Taylor-Maclaurin coefficients satisfy inequality 2.1 . Now, let us determine extreme points of the class S m,n,δ α . where η j > 0 and
Proof. Suppose that
which shows that f satisfies condition 2.1 and therefore f ∈ S m,n,δ α . Conversely, suppose that f ∈ S m,n,δ α . Since 
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Then we obtain f z where Ψ m, n, j, δ, α is given by 2.2 .
